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COMPANY  /  INSTITUTION

"Vclassrooming saved us so much time 
and money and turned our campus 
truly digital. Our institution's 
processes have never been so 
streamlined"
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VClassrooming Custom ERP Case Study

Anand Agriculture University

CHALLENGES  FACED

One of the biggest problem that came their way was 

the lack of proper software for automation of tedious 

and time consuming tasks at their institution. 

 

All the student records were in paper format, making 

it extremely difficult to generate insightful reports and 

make data backed decisions. 

 

With a staff of over 1200 employees, it took them over 

7 days to generate payroll with excel sheets which 

often led to delayed payroll payments.

 

Students and parents would stand hours in queue to 

make tuition payments and it became a gruesome 

task for the fee collection agent. 

 

With no software in place, making purchase decisions 

for low inventory items became extremely difficult.

 

The under-developed IT sector and remote 

location of Anand made it extremely difficult to 

obtain proper IT support.

SOLUTION  PROVIDED

VCLASSROOMING ENTERPRISE 

Vclassrooming helped them automate payroll 

processes with extensive software customization 

to tailor the solution to their needs.

 

With the help of robust fees management 

system they were able to open multiple counters 

for collecting fees and automate their invoice 

generation. 

 

With an integrated inventory & purchase 

management system, they are now able to track 

low inventory and Inventory allocations to 

different departments and employees.

 

With help of Vclassroomings student 

management system they were able to easily 

import data in to the system and have a 360 

degree view of their academic standings and 

tuition payments. 

 

Vclassrooming  team conducted on-site training 

sessions to get them up to speed and well 

equipped to understand and use the solution to 

their advantage.                                   

 

RESULT

-  DR .  DHAVAL  KATHERIA  
Director of Information Technology


